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SUMMARY

To learn words, humans extract statistical regularities from speech. Multiple species use statistical learning
also to process speech, but the neural underpinnings of speech segmentation in non-humans remain largely
unknown. Here, we investigated computational and neural markers of speech segmentation in dogs, a phylogenetically distant mammal that efficiently navigates humans’ social and linguistic environment. Using electroencephalography (EEG), we compared event-related responses (ERPs) for artificial words previously presented in a continuous speech stream with different distributional statistics. Results revealed an early effect
(220–470 ms) of transitional probability and a late component (590–790 ms) modulated by both word frequency and transitional probability. Using fMRI, we searched for brain regions sensitive to statistical regularities in speech. Structured speech elicited lower activity in the basal ganglia, a region involved in sequence
learning, and repetition enhancement in the auditory cortex. Speech segmentation in dogs, similar to that of
humans, involves complex computations, engaging both domain-general and modality-specific brain areas.
INTRODUCTION
The segmentation of a continuous speech signal into separate
words is critical for vocabulary acquisition.1–3 This task is not
trivial at all: stress patterns, silent pauses, and other intonational
markers are not always reliable cues for word boundaries.4,5 A
key to discover word boundaries is statistical learning: infants
segment speech by computing probability distributions.6–8 As
statistical learning is widespread in the animal kingdom (bees,9
chicks,10 songbirds,11,12 and macaques13,14) but intense exposure to speech rarely results in efficient word learning in non-human species (dogs15,16 and apes17–19), a central question is
whether human computational and neural capacities for word
segmentation are qualitatively different from those in other
species.20
Regarding computations, word segmentation in humans relies
on at least two types of distributional statistics, co-occurrence
frequencies and transitional probabilities, and the two differ in
both complexity and efficacy.7,21,22 Computing co-occurrence
frequencies requires simply the detection of streams of syllables
occurring together, and humans already exhibit this ability at
birth.23,24 The detection of transitional probabilities (TPs) provides information about how predictable one element is with
respect to another7 by computing the frequency with which a

transition between adjacent syllables occurs during the exposure phase relative to the frequency of that syllable occurring.25
Computing TPs is more complex, but it is also more efficient for
word learning, because TPs better reflect the types of dependencies that have to be learned in natural languages.7 In humans, infants as young as 7 months old can compute TPs
from speech.26
To date, the use of TPs for word segmentation in non-human
animals has only been convincingly demonstrated in songbirds.27,28 Previous behavioral studies demonstrated statistical
learning capacities for word segmentation from speech in two
non-human mammals, cotton top tamarins29 and rats,30 but
neither study provided evidence for the use of TPs in these species. However, other statistical learning tasks provide abundant
evidence that macaques can perform TP computations, for
example, for learning artificial grammars,25,31 and they rely on
similar neural mechanisms as humans while doing so.14,32 It
is unclear whether the lack of evidence for TP use for word
segmentation in non-human mammals reflects their different
computational capacities or the insensitivity of the experimental methods. Indeed, previous studies on statistical learning
for speech segmentation in non-human mammals used performance measures, which can be inadequate to capture the
learning outcomes of statistical learning tasks.33 In contrast,
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Table 1. Characteristics of the conditions in the test phase of the EEG experiment
Condition
High-frequency (HF) words
Low-frequency (LF) words
Partwords (PWs)
Non-words (NWs)

Word no.

Words—language 1

Words—language 2

Word frequency

Transitional probability

1

daropi

dobuti

high (240)

high (1)

2

golatu

kubipa

high (240)

high (1)

3

pabiku

piroda

low (120)

high (1)

4

tibudo

tulago

low (120)

high (1)

5

pigola

padobu

low (120)

low (0.3)

6

tudaro

tikubi

low (120)

low (0.3)

7

dobuti

daropi

0

low (0.11)

8

kubipa

golatu

0

low (0.11)

Half of the dogs were exposed to speech streams created from words of language 1 and the other half to speech streams created from words of
language 2. Transitional probabilities given in brackets represent the probability of syllable 2 following syllable 1 of the trisyllabic artificial word. The
transitional probabilities between syllables 2 and 3 did not differ across conditions, except for the NW condition, where it was lower than 0.3 (see
also STAR Methods).

methods that went beyond performance measures, such as
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),32 intracranial recordings,13,14,27,28 or eye-tracking,25,34 indicated the use of TP
computations in various statistical learning tasks across species.
Neuroscientific measures could thus clarify the role of TP computations for word segmentation in non-human mammals.
Regarding neural substrates of statistical learning for word
segmentation in humans, evidence comes from both electroencephalography (EEG) and fMRI studies. Two event-related
response (ERP) components have been proposed as neural
markers of word segmentation. In adults, the detection of word
onset is indexed by an N100 effect,35–37 and recognition of
segmented chunks, i.e., words, is most often implied by the
presence of an N400 effect both in infants and adults.38–41 As
for localization, statistical learning for word segmentation involves both domain-general and modality-specific brain regions
in humans. Subcortical regions, including the basal ganglia42–47
and the hippocampus,44–46,48 are consistently activated in statistical learning tasks in different modalities and have long been
associated with sequence or contingency learning.49–52 However, sound stream segmentation predominantly engages auditory cortical brain areas,36,40,42,43,47,53,54 suggesting the involvement of modality-specific processes. In non-human mammals,
the neural substrates of statistical learning for word segmentation are unexplored.
Family dogs have recently been the subjects of several non-invasive neuroscientific studies on speech perception (fMRI55–58
and EEG59). These studies identified ERP components for distinguishing known and unknown words in dogs59 and suggested the
involvement of the auditory cortex in word processing.58 We assume that, if the computational and neural capacities to segment
a speech stream are shared among mammals, then dogs, due to
their domestication history60 and language-rich experience,61
are suitable subjects for investigating this ability.
Here, using EEG and fMRI, we test the hypothesis that dogs
can make use of TPs for word segmentation, and similarly to humans, they engage both domain-general and modality-specific
brain areas for word segmentation. The aim of the EEG experiment was to characterize the computations used by dogs during
word segmentation. To find out whether dogs make use of frequencies of co-occurrence or the computationally more complex TPs, we exposed dogs to a speech stream consisting of
2 Current Biology 31, 1–10, December 20, 2021

trisyllabic sequences (artificial words) with different distributional
statistics in a ca. 8.5-min-long familiarization session. Next, we
compared dogs’ ERPs for these words presented in isolation.
Then, in an fMRI experiment, we identified dog brain regions
sensitive to statistical regularities. Using similar stimuli as during
the EEG familiarization, we created statistically structured and
unstructured syllable sequences and measured brain activity
differences reflected in the blood-oxygen-level-dependent
(BOLD) signal using fMRI, within-session repetition effects, and
between-session learning effects before versus after a 16-min
familiarization phase.
RESULTS
EEG experiment
To demonstrate speech segmentation in dogs and characterize
the computations supporting this capacity, we applied a similar
setup as used earlier in behavioral studies with human infants7
and rats,30 adapting it for EEG. We compared dog auditory
ERPs for different conditions, as this method offers an opportunity to reveal fine temporal differences in the processing of linguistic stimuli and enables disentangling the effects of different
types of statistics, even in the absence of a trained response.
Using stimuli commonly used in similar studies,6,7,29,30 we first
familiarized dogs with a speech stream in which half of the artificially created words occurred twice as often (i.e., the co-occurrence frequency of their syllables was high, hereinafter high-frequency [HF] words) as the other half (i.e., the co-occurrence
frequency of their syllables was low, hereinafter low-frequency
[LF] words); thus, they differed in their word frequencies. The
end of a HF word and the beginning of a consecutive HF word
in the stream created partwords (PWs), which had equal word
frequency to the LF words but differed in their TPs (see Table
1, Figure 1A, and STAR Methods). Next, in the test phase, HFs,
LFs, and PWs were presented to dogs in isolation. We also
included a non-word (NW) filler condition to keep equal occurrence frequencies for all syllables during the test. NWs consisted
of the syllables of the LF words, but they were juxtaposed; thus,
they never appeared in a given order during familiarization,
and therefore, they were unfamiliar to dogs. Dogs’ EEG was
measured non-invasively following the EEG setup and analysis
developed in our lab for canine studies.59,62
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Figure 1. Experimental procedures and results of the EEG experiment
(A) Sessions in the EEG experiment. Top row: familiarization phase is shown.
Dogs listened for ca. 8.5 min to a continuous speech stream consisting of a set
of 12 syllables forming four artificial words, which followed each other in a
random order. Bottom row: test phase is shown. Three conditions were
created from the stimuli of the familiarization phase, which were then played
back in isolation: high word frequency, high transitional probability words (HF);
low word frequency, high transitional probability words (LF); and low word
frequency, low transitional probability words (partwords [PW]). TP, transitional
probability.
(B) Significant ERP effects of the sliding time window analysis at the Fz and Cz
electrodes in the test phase. The effect of word frequency (i.e., frequency of
syllable co-occurrence) was obtained by contrasting HF words with LF words.
The effect of transitional probability was obtained by contrasting LF words with
PWs. Vertical dashed line shows the timing of word onset (0 s), the red rectangle represents the significant time windows where condition differences
were found, and shadows represent SEM.
See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S5.

As a first step, we selected two a priori time windows based
on the speech segmentation indices identified by human ERP
studies (the N100 and N400 components; see Sanders
et al.,35 Abla and Okanoya,36 Abla et al.,37 and Cunillera
et al.40 and STAR Methods). For each time window, we performed two separate comparisons using linear mixed models
(LMMs).7,30 We tested (1) the effect of word frequency by contrasting ERPs for HFs and LFs (equalized for their transitional
probabilities) and (2) the effect of TP by contrasting ERPs for
LFs and PWs (equalized for their word frequency). Predictors
in the LMM included fixed factors of TP (model 1) or word frequency (model 2) and electrode (Fz and Cz) and subject as
random factor.
When testing the N100 effect (80–120 ms after word onset), we
found a significant effect of electrode (b = 1.16; c2(5) = 5.246; p =
0.022; hp2 = 0.24), indicating bigger deflection differences at the

frontal site (Table 2). There was no significant effect of either TP
or word frequency.
When testing the N400 effect (300–500 ms after word onset),
we found a significant effect of TP (c2(5) = 5.237; p = 0.022;
hp2 = 0.12), indicating more positive deflection for words with
high TP (M(sd) = 0.557(2.44) mV) than with low TP (M(sd) =
0.753(2.84) mV; Table 2).
Following Teinonen and colleagues,23 we also performed a
refined exploratory analysis in consecutive 50-ms time windows
from 0 (word onset) to 1,000 ms that were shifted in steps
of 10 ms, to reveal the precise temporal processing of the
segmented words (see STAR Methods). The refined analysis
identified an early (220–470 ms; c2(5) = 6.03; p = 0.014; hp2 =
0.14; TPhigh M(sd) = 0.242(2.49) mV; TPlow M(sd) = 1.12(2.76) mV)
and a late (680–760 ms; c2(5) = 4.940; p = 0.026; hp2 = 0.12;
TPhigh M(sd) = 0.157(1.40) mV; TPlow M(sd) = 0.463(1.39) mV) time
window with a significant effect of TP (Figure 1B and Table 2).
We also identified a window with a significant effect of word frequency (540–710 ms; c2(5) = 8.713; p = 0.003; hp2 = 0.20; WFhigh
M(sd) = 0.988(1.32) mV; WFlow M(sd) = 0.065(1.74) mV) and another
one with a significant interaction between word frequency and
electrode (670–790 ms; c2(5) = 4.752; p = 0.029; hp2 = 0.12; Figure 1B and Table 2). Post hoc analysis revealed a significant effect of word frequency only on the frontal electrode (Fz) in this
time window (t(18) = 2.59; p = 0.018; WFhigh M(sd) = 1.14(1.35)
mV; WFlow M(sd) = 0.005(1.63) mV; Figure 1B). Model diagnostics
of all LMMs showed normal distribution of residuals, except for
the model testing the late TP effect (680–760 ms), which despite
transformation attempts (see STAR Methods) showed a nonnormal distribution of residuals. This favors a cautious interpretation of the late TP effect (see Figure S1).
In a follow-up analysis, we also compared LF and NW conditions to confirm word frequency and/or TP effects (see also
STAR Methods). This comparison was not used as a main test,
because LFs had both higher word frequency and higher TP
than NWs. But as the main tests showed that word frequency
and TP differences lead to opposite effects (i.e., more negative
deflections for higher word frequency and more positive deflections for higher TP), we assumed that more negative or positive
ERPs for LF than NW would be indicative of a word frequency or
a TP effect, respectively. We found more positive ERPs for the LF
condition in all previously identified TP time windows (N400;
220–470 ms and 680–760 ms) and in the 670–790 ms word frequency time window as well (see Figure S2 and Table S1), all
confirming the presence of TP effects.
fMRI experiment
To identify the neural structures supporting the tracking of statistical regularities in speech, another group of dogs was presented
with two types of speech streams differing in their internal structure. The structured speech streams consisted of artificial threesyllable words with high within- and low between-sequence TP
(i.e., with identical syllables to the ones used in the EEG experiment but with equal word frequency for all words; see Audio S1
and STAR Methods). The unstructured speech streams consisted of three-syllable-long sequences concatenated randomly;
thus, they had equally low within- and between-sequence TP
(Audio S1). We used similar material as used earlier in human
studies.6,40,42,43 Dogs were measured in two fMRI sessions
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Table 2. Summary of the EEG experiment results
CI
Time window

Analysis

Fixed effect

B

80–120 ms

a priori (N100)

electrode

1.17

300–500 ms

a priori (N400)

TP

1.31

Random effect SD

Lower

Upper

0.17

2.17

2.44

0.18

Subject

Electrode in subject

Rm

Rc

0.71

0.63

0.08

0.27

0.87

0.00

0.08

0.18

220–470 ms

exploratory

TP

1.36

2.45

0.27

0.94

0.00

0.11

0.23

680–760 ms

exploratory

TP

0.62

1.17

0.07

0.67

0.00

0.06

0.29

540–710 ms

exploratory

WF

670–790 ms

exploratory

WF 3 electrode

0.92
1.07

0.31

that were interspersed with a 16-min-long familiarization session
(Figures 2A and 2B). We compared neural responses to structured versus unstructured speech streams from the baseline
measurement (before familiarization) and the test measurement
(after familiarization).
Acoustic stimuli elicited activity in the mesencephalon and the
bilateral temporal cortices encompassing the rostral, mid, and
caudal portions of the ectosylvian gyrus and a caudal portion
of the Sylvian gyrus (Table 3).
An overall comparison of the conditions revealed lower activity
for the structured condition as compared to the unstructured
condition in a single subcortical cluster primarily located in the
basal ganglia, encompassing portions of the caudate nucleus,
and the thalamus (Table 3; Figures 2C and 2D). The same
subcortical cluster was identified when testing the same contrast
in the test measurement. We found no significant voxels for the
same comparison in the baseline measurement but also no interaction between condition and measurement in any brain region
(Table 3).
The involvement of the auditory cortex in linguistic statistical
learning was tested, characterizing both within-session repetition effects and between-session learning effects using the perisylvian lobe mask of the Cornell Canine Atlas.63 Trial-based
parameter estimates (beta values) from each repetition (1st,
2nd, and 3rd) within a session, fMRI session (baseline and test),
and condition (structured and unstructured) were extracted
from the whole region of interest (ROI) of each dog individually
and entered in a repeated-measures (RM) ANOVA (see STAR
Methods). This analysis revealed a significant interaction between condition and repetition (F(1,17) = 3.730; p = 0.034;
hp2 = 0.180; Tables S2 and S3). Post hoc analysis revealed a significant effect of repetition only in the structured condition
(F(1,34) = 6.255; p = 0.023; hp2 = 0.269), showing an activity increase over within-session repetitions (Figure 2E). No significant
between-session effects were found.
Age- or head-shape-related effects
To test whether the obtained results depend on age or head
shape (cephalic index), we correlated these factors (see Table
S4) with individual response differences between conditions.
For EEG participants, cephalic index was calculated from head
length and width measured externally.64 For fMRI participants,
cephalic index was calculated from brain length and width
measured on MR anatomical images (see Bunford et al.65 for
details).
For the EEG study, conditional differences were calculated for
each dog by subtracting the mean amplitude for high TP words
4 Current Biology 31, 1–10, December 20, 2021

1.53

2.04

0.10

0.76

0.00

0.09

0.32

0.57

0.00

0.15

0.34

from low TP words in the 300–500 ms (N400), 220–470 ms, and
680–760 ms time windows and HF versus LF words in the 540–
710 ms and 670–790 ms time windows. Amplitudes were averaged over the Fz and Cz electrodes in all time windows where
there was no interaction with electrodes (N400, 220–470 ms,
680–760 ms, and 540–710 ms). For the 670–790 ms time window, where an interaction of the word frequency effect and electrode was found, conditional differences were calculated for the
electrode (Fz) on which the post hoc analysis showed a significant word frequency effect. In the fMRI study, conditional differences were obtained for each dog by subtracting mean beta
values for the structured condition from the unstructured condition in the significant basal ganglia cluster and by calculating the
difference between the slope coefficients of the linear trendline
for trial-based beta values across unstructured and structured
repetition blocks. None of these comparisons yielded significant
correlation effects (see also Table S5).
DISCUSSION
The findings presented here demonstrate dog brains’ capacity
for statistical learning to spontaneously segment a continuous
speech stream. These results extend on previous findings on
speech segmentation from other non-human animals27,29,30
and identify for the first time the computational mechanisms
and neural markers supporting this capacity in non-primate
mammals.
Computational strategies
Computational mechanisms were tested in the EEG experiment,
which revealed that, in dogs, statistical learning for speech segmentation is based not only on the co-occurrence frequency of
syllables but also on the TPs between them. This demonstrates
that humans are not the only mammal species that can apply TPbased computations to extract word boundaries from a continuous speech stream.
The timing and directionality of the ERP effects found in the
EEG experiment correspond to effects reported in human literature. The early TP effect (220–470 ms after stimulus onset) is
comparable to the N400 effect, the segmentation index proposed by adult human studies,39,40 and coincides with the results of Teinonen and colleagues23 in human neonates. Higher
ERP amplitude for high compared to low TP stimuli is also typical
in human studies35,39,40 and suggests that this early effect reflects violation of TP-based expectations. In a late time window
(540–790 ms), we identified a word frequency effect with lower
amplitudes for high-frequency than low-frequency words, in
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Figure 2. Experimental procedure and results of the fMRI experiment
(A) Sessions of the fMRI experiment: after a baseline fMRI measurement (bottom row), dogs were exposed to the stimuli for 16 min outside the scanner
(familiarization, top row) and then immediately underwent a test fMRI measurement (bottom row). The two fMRI sessions were identical and consisted of
alternating silence and audio blocks. During the familiarization session, audio blocks followed each other without an inserted silence.
(B) Two types of audio blocks were created. In the structured condition, syllables formed artificial words, characterized by higher transitional probabilities for
within-word syllables (TP = 1) than word boundary syllables (TP = 0.33). For the unstructured condition, a different syllable set was used, and the syllables
followed each other in a random order, resulting in an overall lower TP for all syllables than 0.3 (mean TP = 0.09). Within one audio block, stimulus presentation was
uninterrupted, whereas data were acquired using sparse sampling, i.e., four 1.7-s acquisitions interspersed with silence gaps (6.3 s).
(C) Group level contrasts of the structured and unstructured condition rendered on a template dog brain. The resulting cluster is primarily located at the region of
basal nuclei encompassing portions of the caudate nucleus and the thalamus. Thresholds: p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel level and
FWE-corrected threshold of p < 0.05 at the cluster level. L BG, left basal ganglia. Scale bar represents voxel-level t value.
(D) Parameter estimates of the structured and unstructured condition in the baseline and test fMRI measurements at the main peak of the group level differences
[ 6, 8, 6]. Error bars represent the SEM. *p < 0.05.
(E) ROI analysis. Bilateral auditory cortex mask created from the Cornell Canine Atlas63 and the results of the ROI analysis of parameter estimates. **p < 0.01.
See also Audio S1 and Tables S2, S3, and S5.

line with human literature.66,67 This word frequency effect overlapped with a late TP effect (680–760 ms), although the interpretation of the reported late TP effect requires caution because of
the non-normal distribution of the corresponding LMM residuals.
However, our follow-up comparison of low-frequency words and
non-words confirmed the presence of the TP effect in all previously identified time windows, including the late TP window.
Early and late ERP effects identified in the EEG experiment can
be accommodated by the neural representation theory of sequences put forward by Dehaene and colleagues.68 According
to this interpretation, early components of statistical learning
are indexing cerebral mechanisms of a shallow and automatic
processing of transitional probabilities, which are computed
locally at syllable level, whereas late components, typically
arising about 100–200 ms after early TP effects, are neuronal
correlates of a higher order sequence representation of
frequently co-occurring items, called chunking. It is thus
possible that our late ERP effects represent a higher order recognition that acts on the word level. A similar dual pattern with early
(200–300 ms) and late (650–800 ms) ERP components has been
reported by Magyari and colleagues59 using more natural stimuli
in dogs presented with familiar and nonsense words. Future
studies should establish whether the ERP components identified

by Magyari and colleagues59 and the present study represent
functionally similar processes and whether they are characteristic indices of dogs’ speech processing.
Domain generality complemented by modality
specificity
Regarding brain areas underlying speech segmentation in dogs,
the fMRI results revealed sensitivity to serial order information in
speech stimuli in both domain-general and modality-specific regions of the dog brain. This parallels reports on statistical
learning from speech in humans, which involves both domaingeneral subcortical and modality-specific auditory brain
areas.42,43,45,47
Domain-general learning was identified using whole-brain
analysis, yielding a single region discriminating between conditions: the left basal ganglia exhibited overall lower activity for statistically structured than unstructured stimuli (Figures 2C and
2D). The basal ganglia cluster specifically encompassed portions of the caudate nucleus and the thalamus. These brain regions have been previously identified as containing informative
voxels that discriminate between trained and untrained
words in dogs.56 The basal ganglia region is a subcortical
area predominantly associated with procedural and sequence
Current Biology 31, 1–10, December 20, 2021 5
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Table 3. Summary of the whole brain analysis results in the fMRI experiment
Contrast
Acoustic > silence (overall)

Region

Z score

Cluster size

p (corr)

Coordinates
8

mesencephalon

4.35

30

0.032

L mid ectosylvian gyrus

4.30

26

0.048

L caudal ectosylvian gyrus

3.83

R mid ectosylvian gyrus

3.86

34

0.021

Unstructured > structured (overall)

L basal ganglia/thalamus

5.08

29

0.016

Unstructured > structured (baseline)

no suprathreshold voxels

–

–

–

Unstructured > structured (test)

L basal ganglia/thalamus

3.91

22

0.048

24
26
24
10
–

18

2

20

20

22

12

20

10

6

2

8

6

–
6

–

Thresholds: p < 0.001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons at the voxel level, and an FWE-corrected threshold of p < 0.05 at the cluster level. The
table lists all local maxima at least 6 mm apart, for each suprathreshold cluster. No suprathreshold voxels were found for the structured > unstructured
comparison.

learning,49,51,69 but its involvement in other cognitive functions,
including language, has been consistently reported in humans
(for a review, see Kotz70). Engagement of the basal ganglia in
our task is in line with other evidence from language-related,
rule-based learning in artificial grammar learning tasks in humans71 and non-human primates,32 as well as controlled syntactic processing tasks in basal-ganglia-lesioned patients.72–75
Beyond the involvement of subcortical domain-general
learning systems, the dog auditory cortex also showed sensitivity to statistical regularities in linguistic stimuli. Note, however,
that the activity pattern we observed in the auditory cortex, a
short-term, within-session activity increase over repeated exposures (i.e., repetition enhancement) to structured, but not to unstructured, speech, is different from the pattern found in the
basal ganglia. Repetition enhancement may reflect perceptual
learning76 or novel network formation77 for speech sound sequences. Similar repetition effects have been reported earlier
in case of voice identity processing in dogs.57 This result adds
further understanding to previous findings on the distinction between known and unknown sound sequence processing in the
dog auditory cortex.58
Whether the obtained sensitivity to statistical structure in
the basal ganglia and the auditory cortex is specific to speech
should be established by future research. Here, we did not
employ control stimuli targeted specifically for speech likeness
(e.g., distorted speech). Statistical learning is often claimed to
be domain-general,78 although some studies suggest that its efficiency depends on the ecological validity of the input type for a
given species.20 An advantage for statistical learning of language
over other inputs has been demonstrated in humans79,80 and
should be systematically tested in dogs as well.
Statistical learning and individual differences
Whereas the present study showed that dogs can apply complex
computations to segment a speech stream, the origin of this ability is less clear. The capacity for word segmentation could either
reflect a general mammalian capacity that was previously undetected in other non-primate mammals or could be the result of
effects of exposure or domestication. Although the design of
the present study does not allow to disentangle these accounts,
we did test whether individual differences in word segmentation
capacity are influenced by dogs’ age (a potential though clearly
imperfect proxy for exposure; cf. Salthouse81) or head shape (an
index of breeding that has been related to communicative cue6 Current Biology 31, 1–10, December 20, 2021

reading abilities; cf. Bognár et al.64,82 and Gácsi et al.83), but
we found no significant correlations with either factor. In future
studies, domestication-related effects could be tested by
comparing modern versus ancient breeds (differing in genetic
ancestry84) or similarly socialized wolves versus dogs85–88 with
comparable speech exposure.
Despite similar word-segmenting abilities and sharing a linguistic environment, dogs have limited word-learning capacities.89
Even though there is growing evidence for some similar mechanisms between dogs and humans for word processing,55,58,59 it
is extremely rare for dogs to develop a vocabulary exceeding a
dozen words.90–93 Our results suggest that the apparent inability
of most dogs to acquire a sizeable vocabulary is not explained
by computational or mechanistic limitations to use statistical
learning to segment speech. A previous study found that the
ERPs of dogs, despite their auditory ability to discriminate speech
sounds, did not differ between processing known and phonetically similar nonsense words, suggesting that dogs may allocate
their auditory attention differently than humans.59 Another difference in human and dog ability for language learning might stem
from capacities for word representations. Here, we found no between-session effects for structured stimuli in the auditory cortex.
This may indicate that, in dogs, long-term word representations
do not develop as easily as in humans (cf. Cunillera et al.40 and
McNealy et al.42,43), although this topic warrants further investigations. So the origins of dogs’ limited language capacity may not lie
in differences in statistical learning abilities but in other key competences necessary for language acquisition.
Conclusions
This study demonstrates for the first time the use of statistical
learning for linguistic stimuli in dogs. Our results show that spontaneous speech segmentation occurs in dogs already after a
short exposure to a continuous speech stream (ca. 8.5 min)
and engages similar computational mechanisms as earlier
demonstrated in human infants. The capacity for statistical
learning from speech in dogs is supported by a sensitivity to serial order information in the basal ganglia and the bilateral auditory cortex. By demonstrating human-analog computational
and neural markers for speech segmentation in dogs, these results extend on previous findings on speech segmentation in
non-human species and provide evidence for a potentially
conserved statistical learning mechanism, which can be adapted for detecting words in human speech.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
EEG experiment
The EEG data of 19 healthy companion dogs were analyzed (11 males, 1-10 years, mean age 5.4 years, breeds: 1 Akita Inu, 1 Australian Shepherd, 1 Cane Corso, 1 Dachshund, 4 Golden retrievers, 3 Great Pyrenees, 2 Hungarian Greyhounds, 1 Irish Terrier, 1 Labradoodle, 1 Small Munsterlander and 3 mixed breed dogs, see also Table S4). The owners of dogs volunteered to take part in the
project without any monetary compensation and gave written informed consent. Experimental procedures met the national and
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European guidelines for animal care and were approved by the local ethical committee (Pest Megyei Kormányhivatal Élelmiszerláncny- e
s Talajve
delmi Fo
} osztály, PE/EA/853-2/2016, Budapest, Hungary). We initially recruited 51 dogs, from these we
Biztonsági Növe
excluded 22 dogs who didn’t preclude electrode placement or showed signs of unrest during testing (see Magyari et al.59). Additional
10 dogs were excluded because of high number of movement-artifacts or noisy electrode during the automatic data cleaning procedure (see later). The ratio of dogs invited for the study and dogs whose data was included in the data analysis (37%) is similar to the
inclusion rate of ERP studies with human infants (e.g., Forgács et al.102) and a previous study with dogs.59
fMRI experiment
The fMRI data of 18 healthy companion dogs were analyzed (7 males, 2-12 years, mean age 5.4 years, breeds: 1 Australian Shepherd,
3 Border Collies, 2 English Cocker Spaniels, 4 Golden Retrievers, 2 Labradoodles, 1 Springer Spaniel, 1 Tervueren and 4 mixed breed
dogs, see also Table S4). This sample was independent from the sample used in the EEG study. The owners of dogs volunteered to
take part without any monetary compensation and gave written informed consent. Experimental procedures met the national and
European guidelines for animal care and were approved by the local ethical committee (Pest Megyei Kormányhivatal Élelmiszerny- e
s Talajve
delmi Fo
} osztály, PEI/001/1490-4/2015, Budapest, Hungary). The dogs were previously trained
lánc-Biztonsági, Növe
to lie motionless in the scanner for more than 8 minutes. Details of the training procedure are described elsewhere.103 Initially 21 dogs
participated in the study (8 males, 2-12 years, mean age 5.4 years). Two dogs were excluded from the final analysis due to technical
failure during testing, and another one because of the inability to preclude the baseline scanning.
METHOD DETAILS
Stimuli and procedure
EEG experiment
The experiment consisted of two parts – familiarization and test – administered directly one after the other to avoid the removal of
electrodes between the two parts (Figure 1A).
For the familiarization phase two artificial speech streams (language 1 and language 2) were created following Aslin and colleagues.7 In each language high-frequency (HF) words appeared 240 times (2 words per language) and low-frequency (LF) words
appeared 120 times (2 words per language) amounting to 720 words in a 8:24 mins (language 1) and 8:41 mins (language 2) of stream
exposure. Words were first concatenated as a text and then synthetized with co-articulation into an audio block using the Profivox
Hungarian TTS software.94,95 The text was read by a female voice, with mean syllable duration in language 1 = 233.28 ms (SD = 20.37)
and mean duration in language 2 = 241.13 ms, (SD = 18.77). Pitch was kept constant throughout the speech stream (182.75 Hz for
language 1 and 179.23 Hz for language 2), without pitch rise or fall, creating a flat speech stream containing no acoustic markers and
thus no other cues to word boundaries than the different distributions of TPs between the syllables.6,7,42,43 Each dog listened to one
of the languages, with half of the dogs exposed to language 1 (10 dogs) and the other half to language 2 (9 dogs).
For the test phase, three-syllable long test stimuli were synthetized in isolation using the same parameters as for the speech
stream.94,95 Four types of stimuli were created (see Table 1 and Figure 1A). 1) HF words were the same as the HF words spoken
240 times during the familiarization phase – they had high frequency of co-occurrence as well as high transitional probabilities between the syllables. 2) LF words were the same as the LF words that appeared 120 times during the familiarization – the frequency of
co-occurrence between their syllables was lower than in case of HF words, but the transitional probability between them was as high
as for the HF words. 3) Partwords (PW) were formed from the word boundaries of adjacent high-frequency words, i.e., they were
formed using the last syllable of the first high-frequency word and the first two syllables of the second high-frequency word. The frequency of co-occurrence of their syllables was the same as for the LF words, while the TP between their syllables was lower than for
HF and LF. 4) Finally, we included a non-word (NW) filler condition to keep equal occurrence frequencies for all syllables and thus to
control for syllable frequency-based effects during the test. NWs consisted of the syllables of the low-frequency words, but they were
juxtaposed, thus they never appeared in a given order during familiarization, and therefore they were unknown to dogs. Such a stimulus composition allowed us to test two different statistics dogs might use: frequency of co-occurrence between the syllables (hereinafter word-frequency) and the transitional probabilities between the syllables.
As it is apparent from Table 1, the two artificial languages contained the same words but in different conditions. The word that was
HF in one language became LF in the other language, and vice versa. This juxtaposition made it possible to control for the effect of
words on conditions. When ERPs for the LF and HF conditions are compared, approximately the same words participate in both
conditions.
EEG recording took place at the laboratory of the Ethology Department of the Eötvös Loránd University in Budapest. For a general
habituation protocol of companion dogs to the laboratory setting and the electrode application see also Magyari et al.59 Dogs were
first allowed to freely explore the room, and once they seemed calm, they were seated with their owner on a mat. Owners were asked
to comfort their dogs with praise and strokes so that they lie down and relax, only then we proceeded to the application of electrodes.
When a dog stood up during the experiment, the owner was asked to try to put the dog back to lying position. If the dog wanted to
leave from the mat, the experiment was aborted.
Auditory stimuli were played from two loudspeakers placed on the ground in the right and left front of the dog in 1.5 m distance.
Dogs laid down on a mat with their heads between the two speakers. During EEG recording, owners were wearing sound-proof headphones, owners and dogs were not facing each other and dogs were video recorded.
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During the familiarization phase, dogs listened to the continuous artificial language stream without pauses separating each word or
syllable. In the test phase each word was presented 40 times (80 trials per condition, 320 trials in total) in a pseudorandom order, with
a criterion that two identical words could not follow each other directly. Stimulus onset asynchrony was set between 2500-3000 ms.
The test phase took approx. 12 minutes. A short 10 s pause between the exposure and test phase was inserted.
Loudness was calibrated to 65 +- 10 dB. The auditory stimuli and the triggers to the EEG amplifiers were presented by Psychotoolbox96 in MATLAB 2014b (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts).
fMRI experiment
Statistical learning was tested by comparing brain activation to continuous speech streams with different distributional statistics.
Both speech streams were built up from 12 syllables (two different syllable sets: syllable set A, containing the same syllables as language 1 and 2 in the EEG experiments, and syllable set B), but in the Structured condition they formed four artificial three-syllable
words (see Audio S1), while in the Unstructured condition their order was random (see Audio S1). That is, in the Structured condition
within-word TP was always higher than between word TP, while in the Unstructured condition any subsequent three syllables had
similar TPs, always lower than the TPs of the Structured condition (Figures 2A and 2B).
For each condition we created text blocks containing 10 repetitions of the two syllable sets (120 syllables in each block). These text
blocks were then synthesized into an audio block using the Profivox Hungarian TTS software.94,95 The text was read by a female voice,
and was synthesized with an input of same mean syllable duration (267 ms) and pitch (190 Hz), without pitch rise or fall, creating a flat
speech stream, containing no acoustic markers. To avoid signal discontinuities in segment-to-segment transitions, the text was synthesized with a co-articulation option, which renders the speech stream more natural and thus can better sustain dogs’ attention in the
scanner. This resulted in slightly varying syllable durations (mean duration in syllable set A = 236.09 ms, SD = 39.08, mean duration in
syllable set B = 254.52 ms, SD = 20.24). Syllable sets were counterbalanced between dogs, and thus syllable duration effects were
equaled out for the whole experiment (Tables S6 and S7). Therefore, any condition differences found between the Structured and Unstructured stimuli could not be explained by systematic acoustic differences between syllable set A and syllable set B. There were no
other cues to word boundaries in the speech streams than the different distributions of TPs between the syllables.40,42,43
These audio blocks were then presented to the dogs in three consecutive sessions (Figure 2A). Session one was a baseline fMRI
measurement in which dogs were presented with six audio blocks (three blocks of the Structured and three of the Unstructured condition). Their order was random with the criterion that all three blocks of the same condition were never consecutive. The audio blocks
were interleaved with alternating 16 s or 24 s silence blocks. Next, in session two, the familiarization phase, the dog was placed with
its owner in a separate room, where the dog could move freely and 16 new audio blocks from each condition (32 in total) were played
back using a portable Bluetooth speaker (JBL Go). The owner was seated in the middle of the room, s/he was asked to wear sound
attenuating headphones in order to prevent giving the dog any stimulus related cues and was instructed to restrict contact with the
dog to minimum. The audio blocks were presented pseudo-randomly in the sense that more than two blocks from the same condition
could not follow each other directly. No silence blocks were inserted between the audio blocks; thus all audio blocks were synthetized
as two 8-minute-long speech streams (enabling a break if needed) using the same parameters as described above. Upon finishing
with the familiarization phase, dogs returned to the scanner and were measured by fMRI in the third session, the test measurement. In
the test measurement the dogs were subjected to the same procedure as in the baseline measurement, but using different audio
blocks with different randomizations.
All three sessions were administered on the same day, followed each other directly, but allowed the dogs and their owners to keep
a short break if needed. This resulted on average 20 minutes elapsing between the first and second fMRI measurement.
In order to control for the unlikely effect of stimulus saliency in one of the stimulus sets, half of the dogs (N = 9) was presented with
the Structured condition built from syllable set A and with the Unstructured condition built from syllable set B, and the other half (N = 9)
the other way around (see Table S6). Subsequent analysis confirmed, that any variation found in our stimuli were counterbalanced
across conditions and dogs, and therefore could not affect the obtained results (see Table S7).
DATA ACQUISITION
EEG experiment
Electrophysiological recording
Electrode-placement followed a canine EEG setup developed and validated in our lab, which has been used successfully to study
word processing in dogs.59 Surface attached scalp electrodes (gold-coated Ag|AgCl) were fixed with EC2 Grass Electrode Cream
(Grass Technologies, USA) on the dogs’ head and placed over the anteroposterior midline of the skull (Fz, Cz, Pz), and on the zygomatic arch (os zygomaticum), next to the left (F7, electrooculography, EOG) and right eyes (F8, EOG). The ground electrode was
placed on the left musculus temporalis. Fz, Cz and EOG derivations were referred to Pz.59,62,104 The reference electrode (Pz), Cz
and Fz were placed on the dog’s head at the anteroposterior midline above the bone to decrease the chance for artifacts from muscle
movements. Pz was placed posteriorly to the active electrodes on a head-surface above the back part of the external sagittal crest
(crista sagittalis externa) at the occipital bulge of dogs where the skull is usually the thickest and under which either no brain or only the
cerebellum is located depending on the shape of the skull,105 see more explanation of the electrode placement in Magyari et al.59
Impedances for the EEG electrodes were kept at least below 15 kU, but mostly below 5 kU. The EEG was amplified by 40-channels
NuAmps amplifier (Compumedics Neuroscan) with applying DC-recording and it was digitized at 1000 Hz sampling-rate.
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EEG artifact-rejection and analysis
EEG artifact rejection and analysis was done using the FieldTrip software package97 in MATLAB R2018a (The Mathworks, Inc.,
Natick, Massachusetts).
EEG data was digitally filtered offline with a 0.3 Hz high-pass and 40-Hz low-pass filter and segmented between 200 ms pre-stimulus
onset and 1000 ms after stimulus onset. Each segment was baselined between 200 ms and 0 ms (stimulus onset). Following a recent
dog ERP paper from the same lab59 showing no major differences between a multi-step data cleaning and an automatic amplitude-based
rejection method, we decided to rely on the automatic artifact rejection algorithm. For this reason, automatic artifact rejection was applied
after baselining by removing each segment with amplitudes exceeding +- 95 mV or with minimum and maximum values exceeding a
115 mV at any of the electrodes (Fz, Cz, F7 (left EOG) and F8 (right EOG)) in 100 ms long sliding windows. In case of one dog one of
the EOG channels (F8) was excluded because the electrode fell off during measurement. EOG channels were only used for the purpose
of data cleaning and were not used in further analysis. Segments were averaged separately for each condition, participant and electrodes
(Fz, Cz). After the automatic artifact rejection an average of 54.7 trials remained in the HF condition (min: 38, max: 77), 56.1 trials in the LF
condition (min: 37, max: 76), 54.6 trials in the PW condition (min: 31, max: 76) and 55.7 trials in the NW condition (min: 38, max: 76).
fMRI experiment
Scanning was carried out at the MR Research Centre of the Semmelweis University Budapest on a Philips Achieva 3T whole body MR
unit (Philips Medical Systems, Best, the Netherlands), using an eight-channel dStream Pediatric Torso coil. For the placement of the
dogs in the scanner please see Andics et al.103 Stimuli were presented at a 68 dB volume level using MATLAB (version 7.9) Psychophysics Toolbox 396 and delivered binaurally through MRI-compatible sound-attenuating headphones (MR Confon, Magdeburg,
Germany). In order to minimize noise during stimulus presentation a so-called sparse sampling procedure was applied (see Andics
et al.55,103 for a similar protocol) in which an 8 s repetition time (TR) consisted of 1.7 s volume acquisition and 6.3 s silent gap. Using
such a scanning protocol one audio stream (ca. 32 s long) spanned over 4 silent gaps and 4 volume acquisitions, thus a concurrent
ending of a silent gap and an audio block was minimized in order to prevent giving additional cues to word boundaries. EPI-BOLD
fMRI time series were obtained from 32 transverse slices covering the whole brain with a spatial resolution of 2.5 3 2.5 3 2 mm, with
an additional 0.5 mm slice gap, using a single-shot gradient-echo planar sequence (ascending slice order; acquisition matrix 80 3 58;
TR = 8000 ms, including 1700 ms acquisition and 6300 ms silent gap; TE = 12 ms; flip angle = 90 ).
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
EEG experiment
Two time windows of interest were defined. The first time window between 80 and 120 ms after stimulus onset was chosen to encompass a potential N100 effect reported in human literature35–37 and was also examined in Howell and coleagues’106 auditory oddball
paradigm with dogs. The second time window between 300 and 500 ms after stimulus onset aimed to test the N400 effect based on
human literature.23,38–41,107
EEG signal for each Subject and electrode was first condition-averaged across trials, then for each time window. Next, the resulting
mean amplitudes were entered in the analysis.59 We chose to analyze all data using linear mixed models (LMM) – which are more
robust to the violations of the ANOVA assumption –, because we also planned an exploratory analysis besides the analysis of the
selected time windows based on earlier studies. The exploratory analysis involved multiple models in which we expected that the
assumptions of RM ANOVA might be violated. LMMs were implemented by the lme function99 in R version 1.3.1093.98 We performed
two separate comparisons:7,30 1) first, we tested the effect of transitional probability by contrasting ERPs for LFs and PWs (equalized
for their word frequency), 2) the second comparison tested the effect of word frequency by contrasting ERPs for HFs and LFs (equalized for their transitional probabilities). Predictors in the LMMs included the fixed factors of transitional probability (Model 1) or word
frequency (Model 2) and electrode (Fz, Cz), and subject as random factor. Each model included the fixed factors, their interactions
and the electrode factor nested in the random factor. To test for the significance of each of the fixed factors, we used the likleihood
ratio test as implemented by the anova function100 in R. First, we compared our starting model to a reduced model by removing the
interaction term. If models were not significantly different according to the likelihood ratio test, the interaction term was removed from
the model for the rest of the analysis. Then, we evaluated the fixed effects by removing each of the fixed factors and testing the
reduced model against the model without the interaction term.
An additional exploratory analysis was carried out to identify other possible segmentation-related effects and refine the temporal
analysis carried out by the dogs. We repeated the linear mixed effect regression modeling in consecutive 50 ms time windows from 0
(word onset) to 1000 ms that were shifted in steps of 10 ms (e.g., between 0-50 ms, 10-60 ms, 20-70 ms etc., see e.g., Teinonen
et al.23). Following Teinonen and colleguaes23, if an effect was found to be significant (< 0.05, uncorrected) in at least four consecutive
time windows, the consecutive time windows got selected for further analysis. This means that we considered the first significant time
window as the onset of the effect and the end of the last significant time window as the offset. We then performed a confirmatory
analysis by repeating the mixed effect modeling over these boundaries and then tested the significance of the fixed predictors using
the likelihood ratio test as implemented by the anova function.100
Finally, we carried out a follow-up analysis of the word frequency and/or TP effects using a comparison between LFs and NWs,
which were built from the same syllables, but differed both in word frequency and TP. We carried out the mixed effect modeling
in all previously identified time windows with significant effects, and assumed that the directionality of an effect would be indicative
of a word frequency or a TP effect.
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For time windows with significant effects we performed visual inspection of residual plots and tested the residuals of the models by
Saphiro-Wilk test to ensure they do not reveal any obvious deviations from homoscedasticity or normality (see Figure S1). To rectify
an encountered non-normal distribution of the residuals in case of the late TP effect (between 680 and 760 ms) we first used log transformation, then run the transfomTukey108 and boxcoxmix109 functions of R designed to indicate the correct lambda for data transformation, then we applied the resulting lambda value to the original data. However, none of our data transformation attempts resulted in normally distributed residuals, therefore we confine to a cautions interpretation of this effect. Parameter estimates and
their CIs, random effect SD and model fit (Rc and Rm) are provided in Table 2 for each model that resulted in significant effects.
fMRI experiment
Image pre-processing and statistical analysis were performed using SPM12 (https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). First, functional EPIBOLD images were realigned using rigid body transformations to correct for head movements. Next, the mean functional image was
registered manually to a custom-made individual template anatomical image110 and the resulting transformation matrix was applied
to all realigned functional images. The normalized functional data were finally smoothed with a 4 mm (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
Statistical parametric maps were generated using a linear combination of functions derived by convolving the standard SPM hemodynamic response function with the time series of the conditions. To control for confounds induced by motion in the scanner, a
displacement vector was calculated for each frame and entered in the design matrix as an additional regressor of no interest (mean
framewise displacement: 0.26, see Power et al.111).
To confirm that the two syllable sets were perceived equally by the dogs and they did not affect our principal manipulation (i.e.,
Structured versus Unstructured), we first performed a whole brain analysis, where we compared the effect of syllable sets heard
by the dogs regardless of which condition they were used in. Individual contrast images were computed for each syllable set versus
silence, which were then entered in an ANOVA for random effects group analysis. This analysis yielded no significant cluster either for
the comparison of syllable set A > syllable set B or for the opposite direction, confirming that condition differences between the Structured and Unstructured stimuli found in our fMRI experiment were not attributable to systematic acoustic differences between the
two syllable sets.
Individual contrast images were then computed for each condition (Structured condition in the baseline and in the test measurement and Unstructured condition in the baseline and in the test measurement) versus silence, which were then entered in an ANOVA
for random effects group analysis. All results are reported at an uncorrected voxel threshold of p < 0.001, and FWE-corrected at cluster level (p < 0.05).
Next, we carried out an ROI analysis based on the Cornell Canine Atlas perisylvian lobe mask.63 To test for both within and between
session learning effects, we modeled each audio block from each measurement separately (see Boros et al.57 and Gábor et al.58 for
fMRI adaptation effects in dogs). Trial based parameter estimates (beta values) from each audio block, measurement and condition
were extracted from the whole ROI of each dog individually. These parameter estimates were then first averaged within subjects, then
between subjects by entering them in a RM ANOVA with condition (Structured and Unstructured), measurement (baseline and test)
and repetition (1st,2nd and 3rd block) as within-subject factors using the ezANOVA function101 in R version 1.3.1093.98 Assumptions
for RM ANOVA were checked using Shapiro-Wilk test of normality and Mauchly’s sphericity test (see Tables S2 and S3). Statistical
parameters are reported in Table S2.
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Figure S1. LMM models and their diagnostics for the time windows with significant effects in
the EEG experiment. Related to the main text, Figure 1B and the STAR★Methods. Q-Q plots
(left) and residual plots (right) for the visual inspection of homoscedasticity and distribution of
residuals. Q-Q plots contain also the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test, which in case of the late TP
effect (680-760 ms time window, p value in bold) indicate non-normal distribution of the residuals.

Figure S2. Results of the follow-up ERP analysis, comparing the LF and NW conditions. Related
to the main text and Figure 1B. More positive ERPs for the LF condition in previously identified TP
time windows (220-470 ms and 680-760 ms) and in the 670-790 ms word frequency time window
confirm the presence of TP effects. Vertical dashed line shows the timing of word onset (0 s) and the
red rectangle represents the significant time windows where condition differences were found.

Time window

Chi
square

beta

p
value

effect
size

N400
220-470 ms
680-760 ms
670-790 ms

4.735
5.40
9.773
8.737

-1.069
-1.172
-0.938
-0.817

0.036
0.020
0.002
0.003

0.11
0.13
0.22
0.20

Shapiro-Wilk
W
p
0.989
0.986
0.990
0.990

0.768
0.584
0.825
0.790

Table S1. Summary statistics of the follow-up ERP analysis. Related to the main text and Figure
1B. Comparison of the LF and NW conditions and the Shapiro-Wilk test for normal distribution of
residuals.

condition
session
repetition

Unstructred
1

baseline
2

3

Structured
test
2

1

Shapiro-Wilk test 0.959 0.941 0.934 0.968 0.928
(p value)
(0.591) (0.305) (0.226) (0.755) (0.182)
Mean
1.41
0.931
1.08
0.954
1.09
Min
-0.964 -2.52
-3.88
-2.66
-4.42
Max
4.21
2.76
4.21
5.3
6.55
SD
1.12
1.3
1.8
1.83
2.52
CI
0.555 0.646 0.897
0.91
1.255

3
0.918
(0.119)
0.697
-5.14
4.09
2.03
1.009

1

baseline
2

3

0.948 0.913 0.951
(0.395) (0.099) (0.445)
0.87
1.24
1.51
-3.03
-2.87
-2.67
3.45
3.49
4.88
1.51
1.43
1.74
0.749
0.71
0.866

1

test
2

3

0.904
(0.068)
0.212
-4.78
3.11
2.08
1.034

0.943
(0.325)
0.627
-4.74
5.7
2.43
1.208

0.913
(0.097)
0.809
-4.76
5.94
2.55
1.269

Table S2. Shapiro-Wilk test for normal distribution of data and summary statistics of the ROI
analysis in the fMRI experiment. Related to the main text, Figure 2E and the STAR★Methods.

Effect
Intercept
condition
session
repetition
condition:session
condition:repetition
session:repetition
condition:session:repetition

F

p

9.225
0.929
0.863
0.374
2.482
3.730
0.713
0.469

0.007
0.349
0.366
0.69
0.134
0.034
0.497
0.629

Mauchly's Test
for Sphericity (p)

0.83
0.167
0.09
0.676

Table S3. Results of the RM ANOVA for the ROI analysis in the fMRI experiment. Related to
the main text, Figure 2E and the STAR★Methods.

dog no.
3
5
9
14
17
18
21
23
27
29
34
35
37
38
39
41
44
49
51

dog no.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

EEG experiment
Breed
Sex
Dachshund, Wire-haired
Mix
Golden Retriever
Mix
Irish Terrier
Golden Retriever
Hungarian Greyhound
Golden Retriever
Cane Corso
Akita Inu
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
Small Münsterländer
Mix
Labradoodle
Pyrenean Mountain Dog
Golden Retriever
Australian Shepard
Hungarian Greyhound

f
m
m
m
f
m
m
m
m
f
m
m
f
f
f
m
f
m
f

Neutered Age
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no

2
10
4
2.5
5.5
10
2
5
7
4
6
1
3
8
7.5
6
9
3
7

fMRI experiment
Breed
Sex Neutered Age
Mix
Labradoodle
Mix
Golden Retriever
Golden Retriever
Border Collie
Tervueren
Golden Retriever
Springer Spaniel
Labradoodle
Border Collie
English Cocker Spaniel
Border Collie
Mix
Australian Shepard
English Cocker Spaniel
Golden Retriever
Mix

f
f
f
f
m
m
m
f
f
f
f
f
m
f
m
f
m
m

yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

5
4
10
5
10
12
2
9
2
2
2
7
9
3
4
2
7
3

CI
50.1
65.51
52.5
53.48
50
56.66
43.47
57.77
66.66
65.62
61.17
65.88
57.14
44.06
58.06
54.76
56.52
53.57
50

bCI
76.56
62.00
64.54
69.23
66.37
69.95
68.79
72.40
73.53
67.91
76.24
73.75
70.53
65.93
64.64
64.37
68.71
79.48

Table S4. Breed, sex and cephalic index (CI)/brain-based cephalic index (bCI) of dogs in the
EEG/fMRI experiment. Related to the main text and the STAR★Methods. CI was calculated
using the following formula: (maximum width of the head*100) / maximum length of the head. Skull
width was measured from one zygomatic arch to the other and skull length was measured from the
nose to the occipital protuberance. S1 bCI was calculated based on the structural image and using the
following formula: (brain width [x coordinate distance (leftmost tip of the temporal cortex; rightmost

tip of the temporal cortex)]*100) / brain length [y coordinate distance (frontalmost tip of the olfactory
bulb; most posterior tip of the occipital cortex)]. S2

Age
EEG experiment
N400 - TP effect
220-470 ms - TP effect
680-760 ms - TP effect
540-710 ms - WF effect
670-790 ms - WF effect

fMRI experiment
basal ganglia
auditory cortex

CI

r

p

r

p

0.067
0.080
-0.224
0.006
-0.220

0.787
0.745
0.357
0.98
0.366

0.175
0.141
0.067
0.049
0.084

0.475
0.564
0.785
0.841
0.732

Age
rho
p
0.002
-0.232

0.993
0.354

bCI
r

p

0.343 0.164
0.313 0.207

Table S5. Correlational analysis of the relationship between age and CI/bCI with individual
response differences between conditions. Related to the main text, Figure 1 and Figure 2. For the
EEG study, conditional differences were calculated for each dog by subtracting the mean amplitude
for high TP words from low TP words in the 300-500 ms (N400), 220-470 ms and 680-760 ms time
windows, and high frequency versus low frequency words in the 540-710 ms and 670-790 ms time
windows. In the fMRI study conditional differences were obtained for each dog by subtracting mean
beta values for the Structured condition from the Unstructured condition in the significant basal
ganglia cluster and by calculating the difference between the slope coefficients of the linear trendline
for trial-based beta values across Unstructured and Structured repetition blocks. All correlations were
calculated using Pearson's R, except for the correlations between age and the parameter estimates from
the fMRI experiment, where due to the non-normal distribution of dogs' age we used Spearman's rank
correlation.

Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Syllable set used for
the Structured
condition
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
A
B
B
A
A
B
A

mean F0

mean syllable length

Structured Unstructured

Structured Unstructured

183.915
183.915
183.915
183.635
182.805
182.805
182.805
182.972
182.972
183.635
182.805
183.918
182.972
182.737
183.635
183.632
182.572
183.647

182.972
182.972
182.972
182.805
183.635
183.635
183.635
183.915
183.915
182.805
183.647
182.737
183.915
183.918
182.805
183.040
183.903
183.205

254.365
254.365
254.365
254.425
234.644
234.644
234.644
234.471
234.471
254.425
234.044
254.599
234.471
234.471
254.425
254.192
235.071
254.389

237.854
237.854
237.854
237.014
254.643
254.643
254.643
254.537
254.537
237.014
254.792
237.574
254.537
254.537
237.014
237.294
254.387
237.280

Table S6. Stimulus characteristics in the fMRI experiment. Related to the STAR★Methods.
Mean fundamental frequencies and mean syllable lengths by condition for stimuli heard by dogs
averaged over the baseline and test audio blocks of the fMRI experiment.

Unstructured condition
Mean

SD

SE

Structured condition
Mean

F0
183.3572 0.46850 0.11043 183.2939
syllable length 246.00
8.836
2.083
244.47

SD

SE

0.49909 0.11764
10.213
2.407

Paired samples
t-test
t
p
-0.284
-0.341

0.780
0.738

Table S7. Comparison of the stimuli in the different conditions in the fMRI experiment. Related
to the STAR★Methods. Mean fundamental frequencies and mean syllable lengths of the stimuli in
the different conditions heard by dogs in the fMRI experiment. Paired-sample t-tests showed no
differences across conditions.
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